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	Garage Magazine, Online, May 2012: Garage was invited to Sprüth Magers for their opening of Endgame, a solo exhibition by Jenny Holzer, for Gallery Weekend, Berlin. Endgame marks Holzer’s return to painting, a medium that this Ohio -born artist has not used for the past thirty years.  Upon entering the exhibition, the viewer is greeted by MONUMENT, 2008. An 18 double-sided semicircular electronic LED sign, rotating texts from declassified U.S. government documents stemming from the wars in the Middle East. Like corporate slogans these quotes are taken out of context and off the page, transformed into capital / advertising like slogans. LED signs that we are all too familiar with, signs that have become the language of corporations. Yet here the message is what’s important, being projected are statements of conviction, abuse, ideals, and belief, all in red, blue, pink, and white light. At times, they almost feel like a digital representation of the American flag. Momentum, 2008seems to be a perfect marriage of capitalism, represented here by the neon signs, and the Military–industrial complex, represented by the text taken from declassified US government documents. Jenny Holzer explores the use of language as a medium of artistic expression, creating visual objects out of text from various sources. In this case declassified government documents have become Holzer’s subject matter. Documents such as: policy memos, autopsy reports, and statements by American administration officials, soldiers, detainees, generated during the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. Documents that are only partly left legible, allowing the viewer to openly interpret what it is that’s left out. Nowhere is this more apparent than in Waterboard White (2012), a beautifully disturbing piece that consists of ghost like rectangles covering the declassified text and canvas. However, there are two segments of the piece still legible: "detainees have undergone" and "the waterboard." The absence of text allows for the viewers mind to wonder, but the guidelines set by the two visible texts leave you in a zone of disenchantment and fear. Once again Holzer achieves the beautification of an art object, through the use of very real, and very disturbing truths in language.  The exhibition extends to the garden where two sandstone benches lay parallel to each other like gravestones of fallen solders. The benches are inscribed with text from Holzer’s Erlauf, 1995. The texts memorialize the lives lost in World War II, while referencing the site where, on May 8th, 1945, Russian and American soldiers met to declare peace. Here the function of text is altered, text now has a new place in the public sphere. The bench provides a fitting conclusion to the exhibition, a symbol of how peace is possible, even amongst warring nations.  With an exhibition such as Endgame, one is reminded of the often political role that art wants to play. But can art actually be a catalyst for political change? Do these works motivate us to investigate the governments dealing in Iraq? Or are we complacent by the aesthetic grandeur of these works. If anything Holzer has achieved a sense of departure from the inherit discomfort these top-secret documents hold, and in a meditative like approach she repositions them as object of hope. With works reminiscent of those by modernists like Agnes Martin and Kazimir Malevich, this exhibition is not to be missed.   


